In many application to wish data envelopment analysis could be applied there is often a fixed or common cost , wich is imposed on all decision making units (DM U s ).In proposed approach by Cook and kress (1999)of equitable allocation of shared costs between all DM U s several problems should be solved which gives rise to commputational difficulties. G. r. Jahanshahloo et al.presened an approoch in which without solving linear programmin problems only using simple formulas the equitable allocation is achieved. In this paper this approach is imposed on decision making units (DM U s) with fuzzy inputs and outputs in the case that fixed costs are fuzzy.
Introduction
The use of data envelopment analysis (DEA) for estimating comparative efficiency has become widespread. DEA first introduced by charnes et al. (CCR model) [3] and developed by banker et al.(BBC model) [1] has been widely applied to the efficiency (productivity)measurement of many decisions entities in public and private sectors. In recent years many papers and reports in DEA have indicated the application of this technique in training centers industry etc. One of the most important applications of this technique is allocation of a cost to all decision making units (DMUs). Clearly the cost that is imposed on DMU constitues on additional input which may alter the absolate efficiency rating of the DMU. The objective of mannagement is to allocate those costs in such away that the relative-efficiency is not changed. Hence any allocation that does not alter the relative efficiency measure is equity. Jahanshahloo et al. [5] . proposed on approach for obtaining the equitable cost. Which the fixed cost for one DMU as a new input is added to that DMU in such a way that the relative efficiency is not changed. This method is also performed for DMU with crisp input and output. In this paper the jahanshahloo et al. method is expanded for DMU in which the input and output are triangular fuzzy number and trapezoidal fuzzy number.The Fuzzy mathematical programming in the first category was initially developed by Bellman and Zadeh [2] , Tanaka et al. [6] and Zimmermann [7] .This paper is organized in the following way. In section 2 is about back ground ,section 3 gives fuzzy DEA introduction. section 4 shows a method for fuzzy equitable allocation of shared costs for all DMU,and a numerical example is solved in section 5.
Background
A fuzzy setÃ = (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) is a generalized left right fuzzy numbers of Dubois and Prade [4] if its membership funcation satisfy the following;
, otherwise where L and R are strictly decreasing functions defined on [0,1] and satisfying the conditions 
we should note that ifÃ B if and only if [8] . So the model (1) is as follows;
Also suppose thatx ij andỹ rj are traditional fuzzy (1)is as follows:
DMU p is efficient in the CCR model if and only if ϕ * p = 1 and in each optimal solution all slacks are equal to zero.
Equitable allocation of shared costs
We wish to allocate in an cost among n DMUs. ConsiderR of a fuzzy resource or cost among n DMUs. 
noticing to ranking method that defined by Ramik [8] the model (4)is as follows
The efficiency value of DMU p by (5) is equal to its value by (2) if and only if the constraint (5-1), (5-2) and (5-3)in (4) be redundant. In other word in order to satisfy the invariance condition it is necessary that each optimal solution of (1)be optimal solution of (5).Hence the values of (r To do so assume that λ is an optimal solution of (2)so
By summing the inequalities in (6), (7) and (8)we have:
This ineguality may be written as follows
By multiplying each side of the inequality (9)by
By multiplying each side of the inequality(10)by
By multiplying each side of the inequality (11)by
we have: 
the optimal solution for both problems (4) and (5) will be the same from this discussion the following theorem is obvious. (2) is the same. Therefore optimal solution is the same. Now we which to allocate in an cost among n DMUS.considerR of a fuzzy resource or cost among n DMUs. ConsiderR = (
. . , n) so we wish to assign r j toDMU j (j = 1, . . . , n) . For determination r j (j = 1, . . . , n) we add it to DMU j as a new input .According to the model (4)and ranking method that defined by Ramik [8] we have:
the optimal solution for both problems (4)(14)will be the same from this discussion the following theorem is obvious. 
Examples
Consider the following table: 
Conclusion
Data envelopment analysis technique based on linear programming calculates the relative efficiency of DMUs . This technique has been used in many organizations due to its high efficiency. These applications have developed the theories of the classic models. In most real problems the input and output data (the primary data) are not precise. They are often interval qualitative or ordinal. In this paper, the data are fuzzy. The technique presented here can allocate a fixed cost among the DMUs equitably. In other words, with equitable allocation for all DMUs as a new input, their efficiency doesn't change. This allocation will be fuzzy concerning the primary fuzzy data. In other words, the allocated quantity to all DMUs should be fuzzy. The researchers can develop this technique in a way that the efficiency of the DMUs increases with a particular percentage. This can be done in a fuzzy or absolute environment.
